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[57] ABSTRACT 

Means for scienti?cally supervised use when treating 
severe injuries and infections of the human eye. It en 
ables a doctor or his nurse to administer a regulable 
but constant instillation of an antibiotic solution, 
chemotherapeutic agents, steroids or like solutions to 
the corneal area of the eyeball. A molded shield is 
conforniingly superimposed on the eyeball and em 
bodies a centralized concave-convex corneal lens sur 
rounded by a rim-like annulus which resides conform 
ingly atop the sclera. Flexible tubing delivers the solu 
tion from a solution feeding bottle to the annulus in a 
manner that the eyeball is continuously lavaged while 
the over-all shield “?oats” atop the constantly existing 
film of fluid. 

4 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures 
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SCLERAL LENS WITH ATTACHED TUBE 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifi 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This invention relates to special purpose eye shields 
and applicators such as are scienti?cally designed and 
expressly adapted for supervised use and has to do, 
more particularly, with means which enables the doctor 
or trained nurse to achieve the results desired while 
pursuing the procedures followed in the currently ac~ 
cepted practices of treating severe injuries and trouble 
some eye infections. 

One of the two most widely accepted modes of treat~ 
ment involves ?tting of a ?ush scleral lens in a manner 
to promote epithelization and to relieve pain which is 
attributable to passage of the eyelids over an ulcerated 
cornea. The other accepted procedure is the constant 
instillation of antibiotic, chemotherapeutic agents, ste 
roids and the ‘like by perforating the lower eyelid and 
inserting the discharge end of a prerequisite polyethy 
lene solution delivering tube. The herein disclosed 
concept invokes the use of a molded cup-like eye shield 
of conformable con?guration and which has an at 
tached ?exible polyethylene tube or hose which 
achieves the combined therapy but without surgical 
procedures. Continuous medication is carried out with 
the aid of a suitably constructed and suspended and 
controlled solution bottle and tube carried thereby and 
communicatively connectible to the aforementioned 
tube. 

Brie?y the over-all concept has to do with the tube 
equipped eye shield, the suspended solution containing 
bottle, and the clip-controlled tube which leads from 
the gravity feeding end of the bottle to the intake end 
of the ?rst-named tube. The eye shield is of one piece 
precision-molded plastic‘or equivalent material. This 
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shield is of cup-like form and is conformably designed ' 
and adapted to ?t upon the selected surface of the 
patient’s eyeball between said surface and the overlying 
eyelids. More explicitly, the shield embodies an endless 
annular rim portion which is superimposed upon and 
coordinates with the sclera and centralized apical por 
tion providing a corneal lens. The remote controllable 
source of supply of the prescribed medicated solution is 
preferably in the form of a somewhat conventional type 
valved ?uid containing gravity feeding suspended bot 
tle. Elongated ?exible tubing of requisite length, cross 
section and material and preferably sectional has an 
intake end communicatively joined to the discharge 
end of the bottle and with its other end communica 
tively joined to the rim portion of the shield whereby 
the eyeball can be continuously lavaged while the over 
all shield is caused to ?oat on the constantly existing 
?lm of ?uid between the eyeball and shield. 
To the ends desired and in carrying out the preferred 

embodiment of the invention the tubing embodies a 
?rst length of plastic tubing carried by and forming a 
companion integral part of the eye shield. In addition, 
there is a second length of tubing which is carried by 
the source of supply, that is, the aforementioned bottle. 
Then. too. coupling and adapter means is carried by the 
free intake end of the ?rst length of tubing and has a 
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socket member for separable telescoping connection of 
the free discharge end of the second length of tubing. 
Persons conversant with the ?eld of invention are 

aware that eye shields of one type or another for medi 
cament and solution applying and irrigating eye treat_ 
ments are not broadly new. For background purposes 
and as generally exemplary of the state of the art to 
which the invention relates, the reader may refer 
to the eye treating appliance in a U.S. Patent issued 
to Charles A. Behney, No. 3,302,646 which provides 
treatment and protection for an in?amed eye but 
which lacks the control of the medication in that 
an amount of the medicament is contained within 
the lens when it is placed upon the eyeball. in fact. 
the Behney invention involves the application of 
ointment to the eye and a pocket containing the 
ointment in a con?ned state. The present invention 
by contrast has to do with a continuous drip of 
completely scientifically controlled medication 
con?ned to the corneal area of the eyeball. This 
dose may be increased, decreased, varied by the hour 
or stopped at any time. In addition a substantial amount 
of comfort is given to the patient by the fact that the 

‘ eyeball is being continuously lavaged and the lens actu 
ally assumes a floating state on the eye rather than 
being con?ned directly to and contacting the eyeball. 
Considerable advantage is attached to the face that the 
lens ?oats upon the cornea and is not tightly sealed in 
its given position. Then, too, one of the main features 
of the present invention is the use of the same for steril 
izing the eye as a step previous to surgery. It follows 
that the instant invention well serves the speci?c pur 
poses for which it has been devised and successfully 
used. 
These together with other objects and advantages 

which will become subsequently apparent reside in the 
details of construction and operation as more fully 
hereinafter described and claimed, reference being had 
to the accompanying drawings forming a part hereof. 
wherein like numerals refer to like parts throughout, 
and in which: 
FIG. I is a view in perspective showing the over-all 

combination, that is the suspended solution containing 
and controlling bottle at the left, the eye shield in us 
able position at the right and the tube means with one 
tube connected to and leading from the bottle and the 
other tube connected to the eye shield and with adja 
cent ends of the tubes coupled together. 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged detail section taken approxi 

mately on the plane of the section line 2-2 of FIG. 1, 
looking in the direction of the indicating arrows. 
And FIG. 3 is a view in perspective emphasizing the 

construction of the eye shield and specially constructed 
tube means which is operatively connected thereto. 
With reference to FIG. 1 the aforementioned source 

of supply comprises an appropriately constructed and 
gauged solution containing bottle 4 which has a sup 
porting bail 6 suspended from the ceiling or other sup 
port means as at 8. The lower funneling end 10 is pro 
vided with valve means 12 to which an end portion 14 
of the delivery hole or tubing 16 is connected. The 
numeral 18 designates the usual clip which is employed 
at will for permitting the ?ow or cutting the ?ow off in 
a generally well known manner. The discharge end of 
this hose or tubing is denoted at 20. 
The essence of the invention has to do, broadly 

stated, with the insertable and removable precision 
molded cup-shaped applicator or eye shield 22. This 
component comprises a one piece unit which is charac 
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erized by a concavo-convcx cornea lens 24 of requisite 2. Apparatus for administering a continuously ?owing 
iameter and convexity. This lens is encompassed or supply ofa liquid medicated solution to at least the cor 
urroundcd by an endless concavo-convex part which is neal portion of a patient’s eyeball‘ comprising: 
lCl'C referred to as a comformable rim 26. The rim is a cup-like eye shield having a concave inner face of 
trovided on one side with an opening 28 for the at- 5 predetermined size and shape to overlie the frontal 
ached delivery end 30 of the polyethylene tubing 32. portion of the eyeball and having a smooth periph‘ 
‘his tubing or tube is of requisite length and cross-secv era! margin adapted to initially engage correspond 
ion and has its intake end 34 ?tted over one end of a iris marginal P0rli0ns 0f the eyeball; 
igid needle-like tube 36 which constitutes an adapter the Outer Sulfa“ fifth? shield being adapted 1" mm“! 
l8. The needle-like member itself is denoted at 40 and w the inner Surface-Y of [he eyelids and maintain them 
ias its upper end joined as at 42 to the lower end of an Separated from the eyeball; 
glgngated Cup.[ike coupling member 44 having an up- the shield being provided with an inlet port extending 
)ropriate adapter socket 46 for the insertable and re- lherelhmugh '0 de?ne a?owpmh for entry ofliquid 
novable communicating end 20 of the aforementioned between the shield and the eyeball; 
,upply tube l6, 15 a length of?exible tubing having one end connected 

it will be evident to the reader that the shield 22 is wimlhé’ inlet Pol" and an opposite endfree for Con‘ 
actually similar to a contact lens molded to ?t the eye- "Kilo" mlhe. dm'harge end of a Second length ‘ff 
)all but ?oating on it by reason of the constant applica- tubmg w/"Ch '3 adapted '0 Supply ‘1 med'm‘ed l‘qmd 
.ion of ?uid or other medication through the tube 20 from a suitablf’ “mme‘vf “Filly; 
neans and accordingly unlike either a plain fountain or salldfree end b?ng‘emwded _Wlth an adapter; and 
:up type applicator Such as is used in prim. an irrigating said adapter comprisin g a rigid hollow needle-like stem 
appliances. It follows that the ?oating effect is stressed Open at ‘its ends’ one ope" end being?tted Communi' 
,n that there is no direct actual contact of the shield or camel)’ ‘:"m the bore ofsaiflf’ee end’ me Other "Pet" 
\ens means 22 with the eyeball end having a communicating socket member, said 
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The foregoing is considered as illustrative only of the fzcket member belzgd‘lesillgned an; adapted to receive 
principles. of the invention. Further‘, since numerous 3 Aeilgfozwéyggjqmiggrgrgiero'énnuousl ?owin 
modl?cations and changes Wlll readily occur to those ‘I fa l. .d d. t d s ‘g t. t at 1 fm 0g 
skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention supp y 0 . Wm me. ‘Ca, 8 0 u ‘on 0 . .ea5 6 C r 
to the exact construction and operation shown and nealpomo" of“ Patient 8 eyeball, Comprising; 
d . . . . . 30 providing a cup-like eye shield having only an inlet port 
escnbed, and accordingly all suitable mod1?cat|ons . . . . . . . lherethrough and otherwise being imperforate and 

and equivalents may be resorted to, falling within the having a Concave inner face with a smooth pen-p” 
scope of the invention. eral margi” 
What IS clalmed.as flew Is as f°"°.wS‘ positioning the shield between the eyeball and the eye 
I. Means for scienti?cally supervised use when the 35 lids with [he innerface over’ . h . ‘ .g . . ymgt e frontal portion 

user lb called upon. to iidmmlster a .anllally Controlled of the eyeball and with at least the margin releasably 
but a constant instillation of an antibiotic, chemothera- engaging Corresponding marginal pom-(ms of the 
peutrc agent. steroid or alike medicated solution to and eyeball and with the Outer face in Contact with the 
for con?ning the same to the corneal area of a patient’s inner surfaces of the eyelids to maintain them out of 
eyeball comprising: a one piece precision-molded cup- 40 engagement with the eyeball’, 
l'ke Bye Sh'eld deslgn‘ed and adapts‘? to be conform‘ transmitting medicated liquid through the inlet port to 
ingly ?tted upon exterior surface portions ofa patlent‘s the inner face of the shield and the eyeball’. and 
eyeballbetween said surface and‘the coactlng eyelids, Continuously applying hydraulic pressure w the liquid 
said shield embodying a centralized concave-convex over a prolonged pen-0d of time at a pressure level 
lens which is registrable with and 15 adapted to con- 45 su?itiem toforce the margin out ofcomacl with the 
formmgly span the Cornea of ‘h? eyeball’ and als? em‘ eyeball and maintain a continuous ?ow of liquid over 
bodying an annular Concave "m Pomon marglflally substantially the entire surface of the eyeball and out 
encumpassing Said lens and adapted to conformmgly between the eyeball and the margin of the shield. 
overlie the sclera of said eyeball, a prescribed length of 4. A method a5- daimed in claim 3, further including; 
?exibl? tubing having one end communicatively Con‘ 50 placing the patient in a generally prone attitude facing 
nected to an intake ori?ce provided in a predetermined upwa rd so that the liquid ?ows more uniformly over 
portion of said shield and its opposite end free for coor- the eyeball; 
dlnali?g COmmll?iC?liOn with a discharge end of 3 593- providing a reservoir containing the medicated liquid; 
ond length of tubing which is adapted to supply a medi- connecting the reservoir to the inlet port with a length 
cated solution from a suitable source of supply, said 55 of tubing; and 
free end being provided with an adapter, said adapter supporting the reservoir at a level above the patient 
comprising a rigid hollow needle-like stem open at its sufficient to produce by gravity the amount of hy 
ends, one open end being ?tted icommunicatively into draulic pressure necessary to initiate and maintain 
the bore of said free end, the other open end having a the ?ow of liquid between the eyeball and the shield 
communicating socket member, said socket member 50 and out between the eyeball and the peripheral mar 
being designed and adapted to receive the aforemen- gin of the shield. 

>l< * * * * 

tioned discharge end. 
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